Navigating the EBSCO Record

1. Title: Gives you an immediate insight into what the article is about. Make sure you understand what all of the words mean, and what the context of the title is. Some title articles can play on words, or not completely (or clearly) tell you what the article is about. In that case, refer to the...
2. Abstract: Tells you in clear, concise terms what the article is about, including a thesis, main themes, and occasionally the author’s conclusion. Search for words you don’t understand; if you can’t contextually understand the author’s main argument, try a different article. You can either go back to your Results List, or consult the...
3. Subject Terms: Will give you an indication what the Author or Publisher considers important subjects in the article. Also leads to other articles with similar subject terms when you click through.
4. PDF Full Text: Full Text Documents come in PDF or HTML. If neither is in this space, the only thing available to you is the record as you see it. Title, source, abstract. No article.
5. Folder: All EBSCO databases have folders. You can add sources you would like to use to your folder each session, at which point you can...
6. E-mail the record and citation (be sure to select MLA) to yourself, or a full list of them.
7. Once you’re done with this record, if it is clear that it will be useful to you and you understand it, click on this box to find similar results.